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Abstract
The effect of randomness on critical behavior of systems has long been investigated. This is a cru-
cial subject in condensed matter physics due to the the presence of impurity in any real material.
The role played by the randomness has mainly been studied in the context of spin glasses(1; 2; 3)
and in affecting true and the quasi long range order(4). Based on Harris criterion(5), a ran-
domness will be relevant (irrelevant) if the specific heat exponent α of the pure system having
continuous transition is positive (negative), and becomes marginal in the case α = 0. The two di-
mensional (2D) Ising model, either with ferromagnetic (FM) or antiferromagnetic (AF) coupling,
is an example of system experiencing continuous phase transition. The present study probed the
AF Ising model on rewired square lattices, where an extra link is randomly added to each lat-
tice site. The extra links connect each site to one of its diagonal neighbours, therefore create
triangular units which bring geometrical frustration due to the AF interaction. As the extra link
is randomly added, each site has different number of neighbours. The average number of links
(ANOL) κ is set to be fractional, varied from 2 to 3, where κ = 2 associated with native square
lattice. The system is studied by Monte Carlo method with Wang-Landau algorithm(6), which
has an excellent performance in probing discrete spin models, such as the Clock spins(7). We in-
vestogated how the concentration of randomness (various values of κ) affects the existing second
order phase transition. As the system is randomly frustrated, depending on the value of κ, we
searched for the existence of spin glass phase by calculating the Parisi parameter, the overlapping
parameter. We observed the existing magnetic ordered phase preserved up to certain value of κ
and the indication of the existence of SG phase.
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